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Vocabulary: 

1. Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word. (3) 
(weak-blood-inventions- endangered -hospitable-camel- belief) 

 

1…………… can live without water for a long time. 

2. He has flu and feels ………… 

3. The heart pumps the………………. around the body. 

4. Iranian cheetahs are………………. animals. 

5. Edison has more than 1000 …………. 

6. Iranian people are ……………….and kind  to tourists 

 

2. Match column "A" with column "B". There is one extra word in column "B". (1) 
                      A                                                                                             B 

          ---------------------                                                                    ----------------------                                                

7. Relating to one country (   )                                                               a. belief  

8. Something you believe  (     )                                                             b. domestic 

9. Strong and well (     )                                                                          c. quit 

10. Not many  (    )                                                                                  d. a few 

                                                                                                                 e. healthy 

Grammar  

3. Write the correct form of the words in parenthesis. (2) 
11. Peter is …………….student in our class. (fat) 

           

12. I ………………the room when my mother came. (clean) 

 

13. You must ………….. on time for exam. (be) 

 

14. My family ……………….. to Tabriz next week.(travel) 

============================================================================ 

4. Choose the correct answer.( 2 ) 
15. Javad ………………..Arabic at university in future. 

       a. study            b. studies              c. studied               d. is going to study 

16. I think the first desk is………………..than that one. 

        a. good           b. better                c. the best              d. well 

17. They ………… come with you tomorrow morning, but I'm not sure. 

        a. can              b. must                  c. may                  d. should 

18. We had a good time. We enjoyed …………………. 

         a. our             b. us                        c. ourselves          d. ours 
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Writing 

5. Choose the best choice. (3)  
 

 19. Ali drives very……………in the street. (fast- good) 

 20.She was born …………..Aban ………...Friday.(on, at_ in, on) 

 21.The old woman ……………. someone to help her.(is needing-needs) 

 22.My friend  is a clever student, he can do that work very ………….(good-well) 

 23.There were two …………in that room.(man-men) 

 24.That girl keeps a ……………cat at home.(black beautiful- beautiful black) 

  

6. Match  column A to B.( 1) 
           A                                                                 B 

   25- rainy ………..                                           a) sites  

   26- historical ………..                                    b) country 

   27- four - season …….                                    c) sky 

   28-summer..……                                             d) vacation 

 

7. Write a meaning paragraph about endangered animals. (2) 
29- 

 

 

 

 

8- Pronunciation 
30-  A) where are you going to go?  ( Falling  or   rising) (.5) 

      

      Underline words that have contrastive stress. (.5)  
      B) Must he go out or come in?  

 

8- One odd out. (1) 
31- ship-trip-train-airplane 

32-America – Asia – Spain - Africa 

 

9.Look at the pictures and complete.(1)  
33.A …………….. is a wild animal.                                                                               

                                                                                           

 

 

 

 

34. He is doing experiments in the ……………… 
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Reading 

10-Cloze Passage 
Read the text and fill in the blanks with the following words.(2.5) 

      (Paradise – tourists -Egypt – destination – world – Pyramids)  

Some countries attract a lot of ………35………every year. ……36………..is one of the oldest countries 

of Africa. It is famous for its wonderful…………37……..In Asia Iran is a great……38………..for 

tourists. Many people from all parts of the……39………..visit it. 

 

 

11-Complete the following passage with the given words.(2) 

                                (rings-Earth-telescope-planet-bigger) 
Saturn looks like a star in the sky at night. You can see its ……40……..by using a …41……. It         

looks very small from the ……42……,where you live on ,but as you know Saturn is really big and of 

other eight planets, only Jupiter is ……43……than Saturn. 

 

 

 
 

 

  

12. Read the following text and answer the question.(2.5) 

Avicenna was the most famous Iranian scientist. He did a lot of research about human body and medical 

plants .He wrote more than 40 books about medicine. He wrote some of his books when he was 

traveling. His most famous book is the Canon of medicine. He was really interested in reading and 

learning during his life. 

44.Who was Avicenna? 

 

45.what was his famous book? 

       

 46.Avicenna was very interested in learning.     ( T - F) 

 47.He wrote all his books in libraries.                (T- F) 

 

 With the best wishes, Good Luck  
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